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ina question oc 6Ke railr©ad tie has become increasingly in per cane
daring one last few years, and oils fair go beeoiie a very serioas cna in
he not distant fat are. f na decreasing amoant of timber availaole for
ties, together irith ens gnormoas a amber of ties reqaired each year has
resalted in a constantly increasing oost, which is rising not on a uni-
lorffl slcpa, bat by sadden apward sparts, each of which is greater than
the preceding one. The extent be which ties are ased, their total cost,
and average cost are indicated in the following table:
fable 1.
N U V 3 E F? AND COST OF CROSS-TIES PER YEAR FROM 1905-1910.
130? 1903 19C5
73,959 43,313 33, COO
81.3 25. 2 -
153,703 102,534 31,500
43.5 12.4
. 51 .475
. 4?
of ties has increased aach
al and industrial depression
from which the country was then suffering, five increase in the cost of
ties since 1697 is even iccra noticeable, fcr in that year the average
prioa of a tia was only about thirty-one cents.
Year 1910 1303 1 9 U 3
Total
Oost* -f 75, 353 30, 321 5 3, 252
P © p
Cent
Increase
20. § 25 -23. 3
Number
*
143, 231 123, 7S1 112, 437
P M
Cent
Increase
13. 3 10 — 23. 3
Av er a lie
Q 3 v
Per lie
. 51
. 43
* (000)
.
. 50
omitted.
IFroifl Taoi a I it may a saan that t b a a
year, wit .1 the except ion of 1903 and 1909.
increased in t hasa years
,
out for the 3ciM3i

The great amount, of money invested iu ties by the railroads each
year, ind the certainty that the price of all kinds of timber, especially
ties, is bound to increase more rapidly each year, because of the deereas
ing supply, which is hereinafter mors fully discussed, indicates that the
tie question is one of vast importance to the railroads, and, consequent-
ly, to the ouo lie.
II. BISTOBY.
In the days of the early American railroads ties were used only to
keep the track in gau^e. There was little or no attempt to make the tie
a support of the rail and( a distributor of the load. Both stone and wood
ties were sometimes ased, although the stone ties were more common on
the first railroads. One of the roads using stone sleeoers was the Mine
Hill and Schuylkill Haven Railroad in Oor.oeotisut, iuilt in 1331. The
track of this road consisted of fiat iron strife belted to stone sills,
which .vers connected every fifteen feet by stone sleeoers. In 1332 the
stone sleepers were replaced by wooden ones of various kinds of timber,
white oak,, however,, being used the most. These ties were about five feet
long, ten inches wide, and eight inches deeo, and were soaeed four feet
apart* It had been found that fifteen-foot soaeing was entirely too 5reat.
The success of the wooden ties on this road induced their adootion on ma-
ny of the others, until, finally, at about 1340, the great majority of
new roads out in wooden ties exclusively.
From 1340 to about 1900 the only developments in ties, and in the
use of ties, were in increasing the number in a rail length, and in find-
ing the best orooortions of length, width, and depth. It is true that
steel ties had been used in Barope as early aa 1353, out they were not

very successful, so that nothing more than mere experimenting was dons
with them in. the United States during this period. The wooden ties had
corns into universal use by the railroads for several reasons, the mors
important of which //ere: satisfactory behavior in the track, iurability,
cheapness, and ease of spiking. The small cost of the ties was one of
the chief reasons for the lack of interest in the European steel ties.
In Europe, timber -vas beginning to grow scarce as early as 1360, out in
the United States the timber 3
-earned 00 be inexhaustible, and ties were 3
lo,v in price as to make it almost profitless for one to $0 into the tie
business.
In the pioneer da.y3 of railroading each road was able to ssours tie
from its own lands adjacent to its lines, or to buy them in the immediat
vicinity for a few cents each. Ties ,vere sold as low as fifteen cents,
e ;/3n after the Civil War, and the railroads nad no trouble whatever in
obtaining sufficient Quantities to supply their nssis. This condition of
affairs persisted for a long time, but in 1396-1897 it oegan to be notic:
that good tie-timber land was rapidly becoming scarce, and that conse-
quently,, prices were rising. Prices of ties had been fairly steady from
1337-1693, out from 1393 to 1899 they had risen raoidly. The seemingly
inexhaustible forests were being rapidly depleted; most of the best wood
had been utilized, and the consequent inerease in price dictated the use
of tne poorer qualities for ties.
VThe increase in prices of ties from 1397 to 1907 amounted to sixty-
five per cent.. Since 1907, the increase has been only about ten per cent,
although it is almost certain that prices will advance in the future even
more rapidly than they have in the past.") The amount of timber used each
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year seams enormous when compared with the available supply. In 1908 the
United States Bureau of forestry said: "?/e feel certain that the present;
rate of cutting is exhausting the supply rapidly, and how quickly the
supply is exhausted will depend on whether the private land owners,
states, or federal government will quickly institute a policy of conser-
vative forest managements There is no doubt that the enormous demand for
ties alone is every year exterminating large areas o? forest lands. In
the thickly wooded loblolly Dine forests of Texas the average annual
yield per acre is less than 100 ties. If an average yield of 75 ties per
acre is assumed, the requirements for 1913 will cause more than 2,000,000
acres or 3100 square miles to be cleared. If a permanent forest irere to
be set aisde, and young trees planted each year to replace those cut, as
is done in ^sr-n^ay, a forest of 55,000 square miles would oe required for
fcie-timber alone, based on the present rate of consumption.
The preceding paragraph indicates the seriousness of the tie ques-
tion to the railroads. It was seen in the Date nineties that, (i) new fo-
restry methods must oe adopted and the timber supplies conserved to pro-
vide for ties in the future, (2j the poorer woods must be treated with
some preservative, or (3) some substance other than wool must be resorted
to for ties.
The first expedient has resulted in very little so far. The forestry
departments of the states and the federal government have done some ore-
liminary work, but the conflict in authority between the two has operated
to prevent a sane policy of forest preservation from going into effect.
There is little hope in this direction for many years to come.
The second expedient, that of treating the cheaper .voods with pre-
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gervatives is merely a method of prolonging the life of a tie, sometimes
doubling it. Since the ase of preservatives only reduces the rate of tie
consumption about one-third, under the aost favorable circumstances it
is only a question of time before even the cheaper woods become exceeding
ly high priced. {in 1912 about twelve per cent of all ties used were trea-
ted. This compares with eleven and a half per cent in 1910, - a not impor
tant increase. Treating ties, therefore, has not tended to lessen the
cost of the raw materials to any great extejtl
The third and last expedient, that of making bies of some substance
other than ,vood, appears to have riore arguments in its favor chan either
of the other two. So far it involves the Question of the steel end the
reinforced concrete tie. The steel tie, which has oeen used extensively
in other countries, has been tried on a limited scale in a numoer of
somewhao different forcos in the Unite! States. Only one form- tne Carne-
gie I-seetion cie - is in use to suoh en extent that its use can be reck-
oned in miles of track; most of the others nay be reckoned by the dozen
or the hundred. And,, as this tie is manufactured and oushed by the Carne-
negie Steel Company, upon a rail/fay owned by that eomoany, it does not
appear that the steel tie has yet commended itself to general use. It
will not be considered further in this article.
The first experiment in the nay of reinforced concrete ties was the
Barrel Tie, made in 1399, when first it was realized that good tie timber
was getting scarce. This tie and those designed subsequently will be
described in the section following.
III. DISCUSSION GF F3Ii\CIPAL CONCafiTS TIS3.
the harrs&Ei TIE: In the summer of 1699 some ties were designed by

Mr. J.J. Harrell and oat into the main track of the Pittsburg, ?t. Hayne
and Chicago Railway in the Union Station, Chicago, Illinois. The tie con
sisted of concrete moulded around a truss of 1-in. rods put together on
the style of a trussed pipe brake beam. The ties were 7ft. 4 in. lontf
3 1/2 in. deep under the rails, 10 in. wide on bottom under the rail
seats and 3 in. wide under the Diddle portion of the tie. The ties were
30 in number, and were laid on a 3 1/2° carve. The traffic over the ties
was very heavy, and it became apparent that the life of the ties
-would b<
short. They lasted 17 months- Some two or three ties broke in two in the
middle, indicating that they had become center-bound and .vers unable to
stand up under the loads. The greatest difficulty, however, was with the
fastenings, which consisted of bolts set in the concrete with ordinary
clips for holding the base of the rail. These bolt- became loose ii the
concrete, and the side thrust and working of the rail shattered the mate-
rial under the rail seats. This tie weighed aoout 300 pounds of shioh 55
oounds sera metal.
the siMBAiiEj TIE: The next concrete cie to oe designed anl tried out
was that designed by Mr. 3. H. Kimball, Chief Ingineer of the Pere Mar-
quette R.R. In 1901, ir. Kimball made and tested under traffic a tie with
quite a novel form. It consisted of two bearing oloeks of concrete eaoh
3 ft. long and shaped like a nole tie. Saeh of tnese blocks was 7 in.
deep, and the face was S in. wide. Sach oair of concrete blocks was
.joined by two 3 in. channels o lac 3d 2 in. apart, back to back, and mould-
ed in the concrete. (The general arrangement and details are shown in Pig.
I, Plate I
.
The rail bearing is taken by a UQ in. white oak cushion
block 13 in. long. This block is attached to the concrete by 1/2 in.

square bolts moulded into bhe ooncrefce block and jointed ab the top. The
wooden blocks .vers treated with earbolineum. Against the outside and of
saoh oak block was a concrete shoulder to prevent spreading of the gauge
in ease the block should become loose. The weight of bnis b ia »as about
452 pounds, including 68 pounds of metal.
(Thirty six of these ties »ore out in the track of the Pare Marquette
3.3. in 1901 and at the end of two years ,/ere still in aood condition.
In 1905, 63 ties //ere put in the track of the Chicago and Alton Fiy. near
Lockport, 111* In 1909 the track was found to be still in good condition,
but several of the bias were cracked. Up bo that Isime
t
0333 ties had avan
good service, boiling the crack to lina and gauge, light of the ties,
however, had bean removed on account of being badly cracked. Of the re-
maining ties, four were found with longitudinal cracks, and 31 with trans-
verse cracks. It was found, that the plug in the concrete had not oaen
bored to receive the spiite, and in driving the soike the concrete was
damaged. The Kimball tie is .veil designed; it prevents center-binding
which so often causes trouble in the track, and will orooaoly be used
more in the future where the traffic is nob heavy.)
the 3UHBES TIE: This .tie has probably been the most successful of
any designed previous to the year 1913. It was designed in 1902 by C.
Buhrer, Roadiaaster of the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Ry. The tie is
made by molding a concrete body to. tne head of an inverted piece of old
65 lb. "ail. It was 5 1/2 in. deep by 3 in. ,vide on the under faoe,excebt
at the center, which is narrower bo avoid center-binding. Tne fastenings
consist of bolts and clips applied to the upturned base of rail.
There have been 4204 Buhrer bies put in service on a number of roads,

viz.: Ann Arbor 77; Lake Shore and Miohigan Southern, 2943; Pennsylvania
Lines //'est of Pittsburg, 450; Lakeside and Marble head, 550; bake Erie and
tartara, 25; Chicago and Northwestern, 15; and Sandusky Water Works Com-
pany's brack, 120. Of these 40 were inserted in 1902, and up zo 1907,
there were only two failures; 707 were inserted in 1903, of which ninetee
failures have been reported; and 3457 were inserted in 1904.
About a Bile of track was laid with Buhrer ties on the L.3. and M.S.
in 1904 at Sandusky, Ohio, including a 9° curve. The track was reported
in 1909 to be in first class condition as go surface, aause, level, and
line.. The olios, bolts, and the other track fastenings were tight, and it
was stated that the Buhrer ties gave much less trouble than the wooden
ones. There were no renewals up to September, 1903, even though the track
was used for freight and heavy passenger traffic.
Both Buhrer ties and wood ties were used on the Sandusky Water Works
track. At ,the end of five years (1909), fully one-third of the oak ties
were badly decayed end repaired removal; while the concrete ties were in
first elass condition. There was very little rust on the top of the Buh-
rer tie. The rail peering was but little worn, and the concrete was in
perfieot condition, with no signs of cracking. The ties, it should be addec
rested in cinder ballast. \f he general shape of the tie is shown in Hg. 2,
Place I .
About 600 of these ties were used on the Northwest System of the
Pennsylvania bines during 1903 and 1904 in stone oallast. Nearly 500 of
them -were subject to high-speed heavy traffic, and the remainder to aeiiuj
traffic. Phe ties tailed under traffic; the concrete failing, and
crumbling from the reinforcement. The ties were removed from time to time

and by December, 1903, all had been removed because of breakage.
In 1904, 19 Bunrer ties neve put in the track of the Chicago Junc-
tion Ry. They were all removed after a few month's service because of
breakage.
In 1903, 25 Buhrer ties were placed in the track of the Lake Bria
and i/estern Ry. in gravel ballast. They too, were removed in a few months
on account of breaking.
(The Chicago and Northwestern Ry. laid 15 ties of this kind in its
main track in Milwaukee in 1902. They were reported in 1909 to be in good
cond ition.j
Five hundred and fifty Buhrer concrete ties were placed in the crack
of the Lakeside and Marblehead Ry. in 1906 on a 12° curve. There have been
only .ten failures of these ties in four years, and there has been no
trouble whatever with gauge or alignment, which had oeen the ease when
wooden ties were used. It should be mentioned that this track was subject
to heavy, low-soeed traffic.
ft®m the examoles above it is seen that the Bunrer concrete tie has
oeen fairly satisfactory, especially on low-speed light traffic tracks.
The tie is not expensive, costing about $1.20. W
the Alfred TIE: The Alfred concrete tie was brought out in 1902 by
the Chief Sngineer of the Pare Marquette S.R. Fourteen of them ware put
in the track at Saginaw, Michigan, out were all removed in 1904 because of
breakage between the rails. The tie was re-designed and new ties were
inserted in the summer of 1904. Of these, it was reported in 1907, that
one was oroken close to the track rail, while several others showed sUns
of rail cutting- there being no cushion or protection oetween the top of
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the tie and the base of the rail. One of the ties eras oat one inch in
three months, others almost as much. Ten of these ties ,vere oat in track
in 1904, on the same road, at a water tank, where the wooden ties were
continually being destroyed by cinders. These ten ties were sr, ill in 2ood
condition in 1907, and seemed fit for ten more years of service. This tie
adds to the conviction imparted by the previous examples that under light
traffic, the concrete tie is successful and very durable.
the bobbanx TIE: In this the reinforcement consists of an iron plate
and a twisted bar of iron, bent at each end, end welded to tie plates,
which rest on woolen blocks and support the track rail. One hundred and
forty-seven of these ties were out in ens track of the Hecla Mining Com-
pany; near Bay City, Michigan. inese were found to oe so badly broken
after a few months' service that there was no Question that the design
was defective.
the BXGKSr tie: A number of these ties were placed in the track in
the St. Thomas Yard, Ontario, in 1903. They lasted about four years, the
causa of removal being putting, tracking, and breaking. The ties .vere
about 8 ft. long, fne reinf©reoemeat consisted of a 7-ft. pieoe of scrap
rail imbedded in the concrete; In this as .veil as most of the ties pre-
viously described, one of the primary oaases of failure was the poor fas-
tenings. The bolts worked loose, permitting the full hammer effect of the
rail to reach the tie. To alleviate the latter trouble, tie plates were
used, and were quite successful, out in the later ties a cushion of wood
was used instead of the tie plate. The Hickey tie weighs 500 lb. ana costs
about $2.25.
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the bbcjnson TIB: The reinforoeient in this tie consists of some
small strips of iron embedded in concrete, wooden plugs being moulded in
tne concrete in which to drive the spikes, the track rail resting di-
rectly on one concrete, nineteen of these ties were placed in the track oi
the Chicago Junction By. in 1904 in Chicago. After several months service
cracks appeared between the rails in a majority of them, some beijjg
cracked in two places. Sail sutbing had also commenced with several of
them, especially with the Join* ties. These ties ware sabjeet to only
slow switch-train movement which, however, was heavy* This test again
illustrates the difficulty of designing a concrete tie for heavy traffic.
the co&ORADO AND SOUTHERN tie: In tne summer of 1901 the officials
of the Colorado and Southern Railway had three ties made and oat in the
yard at Argo, near Denver, i'he reinforcement in each tie consisted of
three steel strips 1/2 in. thick, 4 in; wide and b ft. long. After aoout
eight months' service the ties .vere broken beyond further use by an en-
gine derailment, there being no protection on the outside of the tie to
withstand any such saock.
the AffLSCK tie: There are two designs of ties of this name, one in
siich the main reinforcement consists of a 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" x 5/13" an^le,
and another in which a 3" I beam is used.. In the other details the ties
are Identical. In the angle-tie, the angle is split at each end to give it
better anchorage. The rails are held by clips and bolts-, the latter pas-
sing through the tie with their heads fitting in recesses on the under
side. Beneath and parallel to each rail there is a shallow depression in
the upper surface of each tie in which is fitted a woolen shim flush with
the top. I'he tie weighs 400 lb. and costs $1.75. A cross-section of the
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tie is shown in fig. 3, Plate 2.
One of these bias was plaeed in a side track of the Lake Snore and
Uiqhigan Southern Ry. at Duns Park, Indiana, in 190 3. It cracked in seve-
ral places, oat was still in service in 1507. In 1904, fifteen more were
put in at Chesterton, Indiana, and although slightly sraeked, were still
in service in 1907. The roadmastsr of the Co. and :.U3. at that time said
that they were fairly satisfactory.
Sighty-seven Affleck ties -vera tested by the Pennsylvania Lines West
of Pittsburg at Emsworth, Pa., in 1904. After about a month's use it was
found necessary to remove six of them because of cracks and breakage.
These ties were laii on broken rock ballast in a track subject to much
heavy traffic and numerous trains, where tne conditions .vers very severe.
3y April, 1905, all :he ties bad been removei.
the CJD3T3B amd dsd asars TIE: In 1903 3 reinforced concrete tie was
made by the Ulster and Delaware By. and placed in its track. After more
than a year's time it shows no signs of failure whatever: the nuts and
clips are still tight, and nave not been touched since installation. The
§ie consists of a solid prism of concrete, 3 ft. long by 7 in. thick, and
battered from 10 in. wide at the base to 3 in* at the top, moulded in
wooden forms and reinforced with a piece of angle-iron plaoedhfith the cor-
ner about 1/4 in. below the too surface. Tie plates 1/4 in. thick, and 33d
flush with, the top of the tie,, form a seat for the rail which is held by
two 3/4 in. x 3 1/2 in. square-head bolts passing through the angle iron
and having clips fitting over the flange of one rail. This tie is like the
&ff leek tie excepting that in the latter the angle-iron is set nearer the
center of the tie. The tie weighs 450 lo. and is said to cost 42 cents,
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which, however, is obviously much too low. It should be mentioned that
the traffic over these ties is comparatively light,
the psrcival TIE: This tie was designed by Mr. H.I.Pereival of Gal-
veston, Texas, and has given good results in its preliminary tests. It
is 3 ft. long, 9 1/4 in. wide, and 3 1/2 in. deep. The ends of the tie
for two feet, have a parabolic cross-section to give greater bearing area
under the rails. In the center it is V shaped to make it self-tamping,
and to relieve the central binding pressure, which is always present in a
flat-bottomed tie. The reinforcement consists of 3 - 1/2" pars bedded
near the top surface, and 3/4 in. oars oedded near the apex of &ne V-see-
tion. In addition, each 13 in. of length has a steel wire bound around
the longitudinal oars to give further reinforcement from crushing. The
top surface of the tie is reoessel out under each rail to take a treated
Hardwood block 2"x2»xl4", which forms a cushion for the rail. The rails
are fastened to the tie by means of spikes which are screwed tnrough the
cushion blocks into sockets composed of serew-sceket 3abitt metal./ A
sketch of tne tie is shown in Pig. 4, Plate I.)
The 3aiv3ston, Harrisburf , ani San Antonio Railway installed 100
Psrcival ties at Bayou Sale, ua. , in January 1910, ani 100 at Bdgewater,
Texas, October, 1903.
At Bayou Sale the ties were installed tinder 73 To. rail, in gravel b«i-
last. Traffic at this point is low speed ani very heavy. Ine ties are lo-
cated at the end of double track where fires are cleaned, and the concrete
ties were, up to 1911, very satisfactory.
At Idgewater the ties are under 30 lb. rail in gravel ballast. Traf-
fic over these ties is high speed and very heavy, and up to September , 1911
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they were in good condition excepting fcr a fin minor sracks.
the keeper tie: The Reefer tie is of massive construction; it is 3
ft. 6 in. long, 8 in. wide and 7 in. deep. I Its general outline is sho.vn
in Pig, 5, PlateH.'
Under the rails the tie oroadens out to 12 1/2 in. This broadened
portion surrounds an ooen oast iron box molded in with the material. The
box is 5 in., deep, and is wider at the bottom than the coo, 30 that 2 oak
blocks can be Jove- tailed into it. The blocks fill a space 12 in. long
and in. wide, and, when spread by inserting a wedge between them, cannot
be withdrawn from the iron pocket. They project one inch above the too of
the tie, and she rail is spiked to tfcesi in the ordinary manner. The rein-
forcement consists of a numoer of steel rods.
In December, 1905, forty-four of these ties were olaeed in the Scul-
ly Yard of the Pennsylvania Lines. Shortly after they were out in, break-
age commenced, and by June, 1906, all had been removed.
The Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and 3s. Louis Ry. also installed
some of these &ies in 1305. After seven months' service, however, they
were all oroken through" and in universal oad shape* They oould not stand
up under the heavy traffic and nigh soeed, and had to oe removed.
the OAMP8ELE1 tie: This tie was first introduced on the Elgin, Joliet,
and 3a:tern Ry. The tie is o^-o^io" and is of oeveled section excepting
under the rails where it widens to ten inches for a distance of 3 1/2 in.
on each side of the center of the rail. The corners of this widened sec-
tion are also beveled off to meet the body of the tie. The reinforcement
is furnished by two 2 in. wrought iron pipes, scrap ooiler tubes bein^
utilized for this ouroose. The pipes are 7 ft. in length and are olaced
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side by side with a single thickness of common ohioken wire surrounding
them. On the center of the tie, below eaoh rail, there is a 6 in. by 8
in. plate of heavy wire netting inserted through specially punched open-
ings in the pipes. The rail is held by beveled clip washers and a single
U-bolt placed obliquely to the center line. A metal plate is imbedded in
the tie under the rail.
Many of these ties were placed in the track of the Elgin, Joliet
and Eastern Ry.
,
and, after a year's service in the main track, there the
traffic is very heavy, are still in very good condition. They have given
no indication of being affected by the weather, and afford a uniform sur-
face for the rail oase.
The ballast, and the rails under which they are laid, keep in excel-
lent surface. The cost of the tie is said to oe $i.bO, oat this seems
fiuch too low; the real 3ost is probably around $2.50. (fig.: 6, PlatelE
shows the general form of the tie.]
the atwood TIE: ?ive f these ties were placed in the main track of
the- Pittsburg and Lake Erie Ry. in October, 1903. An examination in 1911
found them in very good condition, the track was in good line and surface,
and the track insulation was still unimpaired.
the chenoweth tie: This tie was patented and manufactured oy A.C.
Chenoweth. They are 3 ft. long, the width on too is 7 in., on the bottom
3 1/4 in.; they are 3 in. thick. The concrete is builp about a coil of No.
13 gage wire mesh. The coils are 1/2 in. aoart, and, in addition, 3 rein-
forcing rods 1/2 in. in diameter are- used, three on the too and three on
the bottom of the tie near the surface. The rail rests on a wooden block
7/3"x7»xi2" on too of the tie and is secured in position by screw spikes
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and alios.. The hole for the screw spike is 13/16 in. in diameter at the
top of the tie and 1 1/8 in. at the bottom. A helioal lining 2 3/3 in.
long is used.
In 1903, 101 of these ties were installed in the track of the Pitts-
burg Division of the Pennsylvania Lines- Part were placed on a 2° curve,
and part- on a transition curve. The ballast consisted of cinders. Traffic
at this point was almost constant and the equipment was of the heaviest
type, with a speed about eight miles an hour. In 1507, it was found that
the wooden blocks under the rails were wearing out very fast, the rails
cutting through them. The cushion clocks //ere then replaced by tie plates
but this only changed the form of the trouble. Trie ties now started to
crumble under the rails, and when the crumbling had proceeded to such an
extent that the rails began to pound, it progressed much more rapidly.
The primary cause of the failure of these ties' was the loosening of the
fastenings which permitted the rails to pound. In 1909, ten of the ties
were removed for reasons of safety; all of them were badly crumbled under
one rail. Up to 1909 only 41 of the ties were in good condition, while
most of tne remainder were crumbled and cracked. The failure reeorls show
that 37 per cent of shoulder ties, 95 per cent of .ioint ties, and 43 per
cent of intermediate ties have either failed or shown signs of ultimate
failure. The Oheno.vetn tie costs $1.75.
EH! BISGDSB TIR: This is one of the latest reinforced concrete ties,
having been designed in 1903. It is the strongest and the best tie thus
far described, leaving out the consideration of cost. The concrete body is
not only reinforced by two longitudinal steel rods embedded within it, out
is also partially inclosed in a steel shell. On each side is a steel ohan-
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nel with a carved web, having slots punched to- form project ing tongues
which are bant inward. Thus all the projecting parts are eabedded in the
concrete. The channels are connected by transverse strips riveted to the
flanges. There is a considerable amount of work involved in the manufac-
ture of these ties. The fastenings are especially strong; bolts are used
with heads lying in the bottom of the tie, and tne nuts "are screwed down
uoon elamos which hold the base of the rail. There are four bolts to
each rail. The rails rest on metal elates which are in contact only with
the ooncrate,- the flanges of &he side channels oeing cut away at these
ooint.3 in order to prevent metallic contact from causing trouble where a
track circuit is used for signaling.
Tne ties nave i liarge bearing surface, so that only fifteen are used
under a 33 ft., rail. The weight cf tne tie is 350 lb. which includes
about 175 lo. of steel.
Fifteen of th333 ties are in use in the main track of the Pittsburg,
H. Wayne and Chicago ay., -west of Emsworth Pa. Phis track carries througl
and suburban trains, and a number of freight trains daily* The ties were
laid in May, 1903. At the inspection in 1909, they were found to be in
good condition. The bolts were tight with the exception of one, tne nut
on which could not be tightened on account cf the belt turning in the tie.
The section foreman stated that he had not found it necessary to tighten
the bolts for a period of five months previous to the inspection. The tie;
also held their lines better than the wooden ties, required less surfacing
and caused no trouble with the signal circuit. The tie is 7 in. by 12 in.
by 3ft. 3 in* Its cost (estimated) is about $6.00.
the IS8ASL tie: This is a sectional tie with a hic^e in the center
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bo obviate the effects of seoter-rbiftiing. On the boo of eaoh section tharj
is a east-iron plate on which the rails peat, and be which the latter are
bolted. In 1903, twenty of these ties were made under the Israel patenb
and were installed in bhe main brack of bhe Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chica-
go and 3b. Louis Ry. Early in 1911, three bies were found be have failed
completely; bhe concrete was crushed, and bhe too plate was broken in
several places. Tne balance of bhe ties have bhe top plate either cracked
or broken. The life of these ties is seemingly but two or three years.
the seeley tie: The plain concrete tie has not been mentioned thus
far. Very few plain concrete ties have oeen designed, ib being obvious to
mosb designers that concrete alone could neb bake up bhe bending stresses
The Seeley tie is one of the vary few plain eonorete ties teste! in prac-
tice. Tan of thea were placed in the track of the Toledo 'Terminal Ry. in
August, 1903. They lastei only two /reeks. They crumbled and broke to
pieces, and had bo be removed. Six were tried -by bhe Lake Shore and Michi-
gan Soubhern Ry. with a similar result. The Seeley tie has proved to be
impracticable, as Bight be expected of any concrete tie which did not
make provision for bhe bending stresses.
IV. ANALYSIS 0? CONCRETE! TIE F'AILUR&iS.
any
«vhenever A radicai departure is made in existing practice in any line
of endeavor, there is always an early period of pioneering. During such
a period there is often much floundering around in the dark, first grab-
bing this idea and then that, only bo discard each, perhaps, and to seek
after others. The process of development goes hand in hand with the sift-
ing of 3ood ideas from the bad. At first there are a great many poor
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ideas, and, consequently, a great number of failures in that particular
branch of trade, industry, or manufacture. As the development proceeds,
the poorer ideas and impractical schemes, which would have obtained con-
sideration in the oioneering stage are discarded at once. No more atten-
tion is paid to tfteau
The preceding paragraph applies in a general way, to the history of
the development of the reinforced concrete tie. At first, when the sug-
gestion of reinforced concrete was considered, it was thought sufficient
to place a few bars of steel at random in the concrete. It was "rein-
forced", and the magic of that word was supposed to lend »a£ f i: io.it
sufficient strength to the tie, so that it would suoport almost any load
and last forever. The section preceding has shown the fallacy of such
early practice. The concrete tie has just emerged from the oioneer stag©-.
It has been, shown in Section III that the chief cause of failure in
the reinforced concrete tie was faulty design. The most glaring failure
of any tie was, perhaps, that of the Seeley tie, and, after all, its
failure was not surprising. This tie contained no reinforcement, which
simply goes to show what absurdities may occur in the Dioneerino" stage
of a new article. The designer seemingly had no knowledge of mechanics
or track design, otherwise he would have known that some provision should
oe made for bending stresses.
Another example of faulty design is shown by the Affleck tie. Its
only reinforcement was a piece of angle-iron i noedded at the center of
the tie. It is wellknown that the greatest bending stresses in a beam,
such as a tie, occur farthest from the neutral axis, or at the surface.
The Affleck tie, then, is reinforced at its strongest part, and unrein-
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forced where the reinforcement is most needed, i.e. near the top and
bottom. Apparently this design also was net intelligently worked out.
The greater number of failures have resulted from the eccentric and
variable 3onditions to which the tie is subjected in the track. Many
ties were designed- to meet one set of conditions, whereas they have been
found to fail in a manner apparently not considered in the calculations.
For example, in the Ximoall tie, center-binding was almost done away with,
out the tie ail not prove a success because it was not properly rein-
forced, the channels were too light.
Another example in point is the Xeefer tie, which also succeeded in
preventing center-binding. This tie failed, however, by Doorly designed
reinforcement. The fastenings in tnis case were of good design and gave
no trouble.
The' fastenings by which the rail is held to the concrete tie nave
been the source of continual trouble. This is as might oe expected; for,
although wooden ties have been in use for eighty years, the search is
still on for a perfect fastening. One tie which showed defective design
in the matter of fastenings was the Barrel tie- the first tie described
in Section III. In fact the fasueuin^.vhich consisted of bolts set in the
concrete, were the primary cause of failure. They became loose, so that
the thrust and working of the rail shattered the concrete under i:ne rail-
seats, destroying the bond between the steel and the concrete. The tie
then failed quickly.
Another tie which showed the effect of poor fastenings is the Alfred
tie. Tnis tie suffered most from rail cutting, which followed the loosen-
ing of the oclts. Similarly, the Hickey tie failed primarily because of

poor* fastenings. The bolts worked loosa, and permitted the full hammer
effect of the rail to reach tne tie. The Branson tie fastenings were in-
ferior even to those just described; fehey consisted of soikes driven in-
to plugs of wood molded in the concrete. Loose spikes and rail cutting
developed rapidly. The resulting increased effect of tne superimposed
loads led to the final complete failure of the tie®. The Cnenoweth tie
fastenings at first consisted of screw sulked passing through woGden cu-
shion olocks into a steel helical lining molded in the concrete. It was
found that the wooden olocks wore out very racidly, as nas been mentioned
Tie-plates were then used, out now crumbling under the tie-plats ensued,
and failure soon followed.
from the preceding discussions it is seen that the question of proper
placing of reinforcement and adequate fastenings are very difficult ones
in designing reinforced concrete tie3. The primary causes of failure may
in many cases be traced to weaknesses in these oarticulars.
One of the remaining causes of failure not foreseen oy designers is
the effect of derailment on ties, ffhes a truck is derailed it is some-
times miles before it is discovered and re-railed, in the meantime, the
ties have been sub jected to blows ana sooentr ic strains much different
from those ordinarily occuring. The wooden ties usually stand uo very
well under such conditions. Reinforced concrete ties do not. This is
aptly illustrated by the Colorado and Southern tie. Some of these were
being tested in ordinary service when an engine derailment occurred, aid
the ties were broken beyond further use. None of the ties descrioed in
this article, with the exception of the Kimball, Israel, and Rie^ler tiesi
1
had any safeguards in case derailment occured. The Kimball tie has a lontf
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wooden block under the rail, which prevents the wheels of a derailed
truck from striking the concrete, and also serves as a cushion' to absorb
the shock. The Israel tie had a cast-iron elate on the too to prevent the
wheels from crushing the concrete. Neither the Kiiaball tie, nor the Is-
rael tie, fulfilled' the designers expectations. Ihen derailments occurred
the concrete was somewhat crushed in spite of the protecting plate. The
only concrete tie which has oeen immune to injury by derailment was the
Riegler tie. This tie, as has oeen pointed out, had two channels with
curved webs as its sides, the flanges being exoosed on the upper and lo-
wer surface, respectively. This served to oroteet the corners of the tie.
The tie was successful in preventing injury oy derailment, out was un-
satisfactory in other respects, one of which was its great cost as com-
pared with the other concrete ties.
Section III, dealing with illustrations of reinforced concrete ties,
and Section IV, dealing with a discussion of the causes of failure of
those ties, show clearly that the reinforced concrete tie has passed
through its embryo or pioneer stage, and is new eafctriil QO a new perioc,
the second in its course of development. This new stage promises Oetter
results than its predecessor, as is usually the case with such an enter-
prise. The first period was handicapped at its very inception oy the fact
that much of the effort in concrete tie construction was made prior to
the comparatively recent development and improvement in concrete design
and construction. The workmanship was usually very crude, and, as a conse-
quence^did not produce sound concrete. The new period may oe said to have
started with 1912, with all the momentum of the preceding 13 years be-
hind it.

V. SUGGESTED DESIGN POR A REINFORCED CONCRETE TIE.
The standard of comparison in the discussion and design of oross-
cies is the wooden tie. Until some other kind of cross-tie shall be
found to be, upon the whole-, better and cheaper, there will be no advan-
tage in adopting a substitute. Disregarding for the present the question
of cost and economy, the gjialities requisite in a cross-tie are as fol-
1 ow s
:
1. Sufficient area of bearing surface uccn the ballast to safely
transmit to the roadbed the weight and impact of the rolling S-i.£ck.
2. Sufficient strength, resilience, and endurance to give satisfacto-
ry service under the conditions to which it is exposed.
3. Capacity to bold the rails to gage and in a oosition perpendicular
to the plane of the track.
4. Sufficient frictional resistance or "grip" in the oallast.to ore-
vent lateral movement of the track.
5. The interval between supports to the rail must be so short that
deflection of the rail under its loads will be practically zero.
6. The attachment between rail and tie must oe secure and efficient,
and should oe as simple and accessible for adjustments and repairs as
possiole.
7. Facility of Maintenance: The tie should oe of such form and section
as will Demit the ballast to be properly and securely tamped under it,
and the track kept in line and surface.
The standard wooden tie meets these requirements fairly well. The
standard tie may be said to be 3ft. long, 3 in. wide and 6 in. thick.
Its effective width, however, may be taken as 3 1/2 in., because of the

large number of Dole ties used. Taking 16 suoh ties to the 30 ft. rail,
the bearing surface on the ballast is about 2.93 sq. ft. per linear foot
of single traok. This gives 1.46 sq. ft. per lineal foot of rail. Under
the heavy loads produced by the large, modero locomotives, such a tie
may have to transmit a load of at least 2 tons per so. ft. of its oearina
surface. Considering the fact that impact must operate to increase the
load, there appears to be good reason for the conclusion that any ne.v tia
should nave no less bearing area than the present timber tie.
The wooden tie is sufficiently rigid to hold the rails perpendicular
to the plane of one track, and in addition has an excess of strength to
hold the rails to gage, providing that the spikes do not "become loose.
When good tie plates are used, the lack of good nolding power in the
spikes is overcome, and by the use of screw spikes, this defect would
prooably disappear, excepting where soft wood' ties are used. In frictio-
nal resistance to lateral track movement, the wooden tie is not always
satisf a3:ory, particularly on curves, where the tendency to lateral de-
formation of track is greatest. Any suostitute for the wooden tie must
then be at least as good as the wooden tie in this respect.
flhen 16 ties are used for each 30-ft. rail length, the rail is sup-
ported at intervals of less than two feet. As tne weight of rolling
stock is more than keeping pace with the increased strength of heavy rail
sections, the distance between supports can not be safely increased.
The question of the fastenings, by means of which the rail is at-
tached to the wooden tie, has long been a very' important one. It is still
in an unsatisfactory state, even though it has beea in the lime light
for eighty years. Besides the liability of the spikes to be withdrawn
from the wooden tie, the frequent driving of them into the wood destroys
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the fiber, impairs its holding power, and promotes the decay of the wood.
When tie plates are not used, the cutting action of the rail becomes a
serious defect. These -weaknesses become more serious as the life of the
tie is increasBd by preservative processes. But with good tie plates and
screw spikes these defects may oe largely mitigated. Tne width and spa-
cing of the wooden tie affords ample facility for tamping and manipula-
ting the ballast under it, and for keeping the track in surface and in
line.
The preceding discussion has been for the purpose of establishing
the qualities of the wooden tie as standards oy which all kinds of other
ties, and the reinforced concrete tie in oart icular , must be measured.
Any new tie must certainly oe oetter than the wooden tie; otherwise there
is little reason for using it. Any fair comparison between a new kind of
tie and the wooden tie must be based upon equal capacities to meet the
same essential requirements as the timber tie.
In considering the strength of a tie, it is neccessary, in the first
place, to discover the nature of the stresses to which the tie is subjec-
ted. Ordinarily a cross-tie acts as a continuous oeam, but for purposes
of design it may be considered a oeam supporta! at two points- the rails-
and uniformly loaded with a pressure of the ballast due to the weight of
the wheels of the rolling stock on the rail, fhe ends of the oeam then
form cantilevers. Under the action of the uniform load, the upper side of
the tie between the rails - tne points of support- is in tension, while
on the cantilever portions, the upper side is in compression. At a point
directly under the rails on the under side of the tie the fioers are in
tension.
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/('hile the conception of the stresses in ties which has just been
explained is theoretically correct, in practice there are many conditions
which qualify the theory. In the first place, the tamping of the ballast
usually is not as uniform as was assumed in the theory. Secondly, tn3
frictional resistance among the component fragments of the ballast may-
be such that, under any deformation of the tie, the loading will not be
unif or m.
For practical purposes, in comparing the strength of ties, tney may
be considered as simple beams placed upon supports, an eoual distance
apart and uniformly loaded throughout their length. Statins this in ano-
ther way, it may be said that the strengths of two ties are to each other
as the moments of resistance of their sections. The reinforced concrete
tie shown in PlateH
,
was designed on the latter oasis. Its dimensions
and- construction are as indicated on th3 sketch. In this design, it was
of course essential that the tie be considered a continuous beam. At the
middle of the tie the reinforcement must be at the top, while under :he
rails it must be at the bottom of the tie. It snould be noticed that in
order to secure this result, two sets of rods nave been used, one set in
the^ top and the other in tne bottom, overlapping each other at one ooint
of eontra-f lexure. The moment of resistance of this tie is about the
same as tnat of the wooden tie, both at its middle and under the rails,
allowing a fiber stress of 12,500 lb. per square- inch of steel. This tie,
therefore, from this standpoint, may be considered equivalent to cue
wooden ale.
The tie requires about 0.131 cu. yd. of 1:2:4 concrete^ and 39 lbs.
of steel, which includes anchor plates, bolts, and a large tie-plate.

The cost of this tie can only be roughly estimated, because at present
the writer has been able to obtain no reliable data on this class of
work. Among the data on which accurate figures could not be obtained may
be noted' the cost of molding concrete into such small forms, the danger
of injury and breakage in removing the ties from the forms and storing
them; and the very important fact that the ties must be stored and other
wise cared for for at least four months before they become sufficiently
set to be ready for use. A fair estimate of the cost of the concrete
would be about $7.00 per cubic yard, and of the steel 2 cents a pound.
To this must be added the cost of transportation and the labor of hand-
ling. As four of these ties wei^h over a ton, an allowance of 21 cents
for these items would seem fair, if not somewhat low. The cost of the ti
complete would then be aporoximately $2.50. This is high compared with
the stated costs of the ties already described, but is probably nearer
correct than the usual optimistic estimates of the designers of such tie
The question of fastenings for a reinforced concrete tie is a
ssrieus one, 33 has been previously pointed out. Anchor oolts built into
the tie with anchor plates at the bottom and rail plates at the top seem
to promise the best results, and navs indeed proven themselves so. This
has been indicated in preceding sections. The fastenings, however, are
by no means perfect; the future will no doubt shew many petter designs.
It should be noticed at this point that the ordinary tie plate is not
used under the rail, put instead a plate of steel, 3 nxl/2"x2 »e» is used.
The plate is purposely large in order to protect the tie in case derail-
ment occurs, and to prevent the initial failure mentioned in Section IV.
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VI. ECONOMY OF THE REINFORCED CONCRETE TIE.
No mention has been made thus far of the relative economy of the
reinforced oonorete tie as compared with the wooden one. It is true that
statements have been made that it is probable that, owing to the increa-
sing cost of timber, the concrete tie will prove economical. But as yet
no figures have been given. The Question of economy will now be discussed
The elements that enter into the problem of relative economy are:
1. Tne first cost of the tie, delivered.
2. The useful life of tne tie.
3. The cost of tie renewal and and of track maintenance, in so far as
it may be affected oy the kind of tie used.
4. The cost of interest on the investment, and of a sinking fund.
5. The value of the worn out tie when removed from the track.
It has been often assumed that the, cost of track maintenance would
be materially less if concrete ties were substituted for those of wood.
Experience, however, has shown that there has peen little, if any, dif-
ference. Excluding the cost of renewal, it is reasonable to expect that
with ties of equal strength and bearing area, tne cost of track mainte-
nance would be about tne same, regardless of the material of which the
fie is composed. The cost of putting a new tie into the track, and of •
taking it out when worn out, may be properly considered apart from the
cost of track maintenance and charged to tne cost of the tie. Tne cost
of putting in a wooden tie seems to be about 10 cents; the cost of taking
it out 3 cents. Eor a concrete tie, because of the great weight, the cost
would probably be about 17 cents. On the other hand, the wooden tie has
no value when worn out. The concrete tie, nowever, has some scrap value,
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but considering the cost of marketing it, a quotation of $10.00 per ton
for the steel would be a liberal allowance.
The most satisfactory unit by which to measure the economy of a
cross-tie is by the annual cost method, described by Mr. 3. Whinery, in
the Railroad Gazette, of November 11, 1904. In this method, the annual
cost of ties per linear foot of track is found for each tie and the re-
sults compared. This gives a true basis of comparison.
The annual cost per linear foot of track may be expressed algebrai-
cally as follows:
Let x = the required annual cost of ties, per lineal foot of trac!
= the first cost in place, per lineal foot of track,
v = value of worn out tie, per lineal foot of track.
L = useful life of the tie in years.
1 = rate of interest.
s = an annual paymant into a sinking fund which at i rate of
interest for L years will amount to 1.00
Then
x = ci * (c-v)s
Applying this to both the wooden and concrete ties, the results
shown in the following table are deduced.
WOODEN TIE:. REINFORCED
CONCRETE TIE.
Life of tie in years
Cost of tie delivered-
Cost of renewal
Cost of tie in track
Value of worn-out tie
3
$1.00
.12
1.13
0.00
15
$2.50
.17
2.87

oO •
Spacing of ties, center to center, feet 1.375 2.0
Cost of ties per lineal feet of track. $ .60 $1.42
Value of worn out ties per lineal foot of track. 0.00 .13
Annual cost of ties per lineal foot of track .093 .123
Annual cost for one mile of track $492.00 $623.00
The figures in the last two lines show the relative economy of the
two kinds of ties. They seem to indicate that the wooden tie is still
the most economical, but it must be remembered that the life of the con-
crete tie was taken at 15 years. This is a low figure for a we 11
-designee
tie, and when the fact is considered that in slow speed tracks, such as
yards and sidetracks, the life will be much longer, it seems certain
that the concrete tie is almost as economical as the wooden tie.
VII. CONCLUSIONS.
The reinforced concrete tie is now in the second period of its de-
velopment. It has passed through the pioneer staae of rou^h experimenta-
tion and cut-and-try methods, and has entered a period in which nore at-
tention is paid to adopting it to the actual conditions of ssrviee in
the track. Many of the early ties were designed with imorooer nooions of
of the requirements of cross-ties. In this second period, however, this
is no longer true, and the ties are now designed with a fairly satisfac-
tory, although not complete, knowledge of the requisites of a good cross-
tie. This fact and the constantly increasing scarcity of timber make it
probable that the reinforced concrete tie will rapidly come into general
use, especially on light traffic tracks and yards.
AHnough the rainforeed concrete oie is bein5 made muon mora than
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formerly, it is nob yet mechanically Derfect. The chief elements of weak-
ness are:
1. The fastenings.
2. Poor orcteotion in case of derailment.
3. Inability to stand ud under heavy traffic.
4. Inadeauate reinforcement.
These difficulties are not insurmountable; in fact they are in the
process of bein| overcome. The future promises scon to produce a concrete
tie without most of these defects.
From the standpoint of economy the concrete tie is still at a dis-
advantage with the eheao, wooden tie. The increasing scarcity of all
kinds of timber, together with the decreasing cost of cement, makes it
seem orobable that, in the near future, the concrete tie will be the
most economical to use. As yet the advantage is still with the wccden
tie.
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